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record any control-gesture drawn with the finger [5] or to
design a control panel interior trim component [6]. The
development and evaluation of a multimodal touchpad with
audio, tactile and visual feedback for in-vehicle applications
showed [7] allowed reaching a higher level of performance
compared to the typical rotary push-button interfaces. Touch
surface can also serve well for the disabled, as in [8] where
control of communication flow was implemented via
touchpad circuitry. Multimodal interfaces such as
combination of laser pointer and a touch screen interface for
assistant robot [9] can help disabled person to lift objects
from the ground.
A typical modern touch surface uses capacitive surfaces.
According to Symantics [10] two electrical conductors are
placed flat against each other separated by a thin insulator
forming an electrical capacitor by the finger’s touch. The
position of the cursor’s X and Y coordinates are measured by
calculating capacitance of each conductor. Approximate
finger pressure P is calculated measuring the total amount of
capacitance, so the harder the user presses down, the more
the finger flattens, the larger contact area leads to larger total
capacitance.
A variety of “filtering” algorithms allow converting the
raw X and Y computations into smooth motion even when
some disturbances are introduced. A Symantics offers a
windowed average algorithm to compute each filtered
coordinate value averaging last two not filtered. If N is the
unfiltered finger position and Xnew is the result of the
filtering operation then

Abstract—The paper describes our implementation and
experimental evaluation of a touch surface control algorithms
developed for the smart mobile furniture. We begin the article
by presenting the working principle of touch surface, followed
by the descriptions of proposed eyes-free control algorithms
aimed to avoid random touches. The experimental evolution
and analysis shown the problems affiliated with the usage of
standard hardware by manipulating it by nose and foot finger
(compared vs a hand finger), and allowed the initial
determination of recognition accuracy, performance (in time)
and overall user rating.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The development of smart mobile furniture and additional
intelligent products is influenced by hi-tech advancement
leading to smaller and more advanced electrical devices [1].
Enhancing of everyday objects with technology can mean
the provision of comfort and support. At a certain point the
smart mobile furniture will only limited by the mechanical
boundaries of their construction, as well as the unlocking of
the technological potential. The communication between
devices will lead to the creation of intelligent environments
greatly improving the living conditions and providing a
social integration solutions.
The paper is further organized in three sections. In the
second section the application and the working principle of
touch surface is presented, followed by the descriptions of
proposed eyes-free control algorithms aimed to avoid
random touches as well as the experimental setup and
investigation of performance and recognition accuracy using
both methods.
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where Nnew is the most recent finger position, Nprevious is the
previous finger position. Alternatively

II. APPLICATIONS AND WORKING PRINCIPLE
Most mobility devices are normally controlled with
wheels, joysticks, keyboards, and other similar hardware
devices. However, with advances in technologies, variations
of user interfaces for this purpose have become wider.
Touch usage can range from simple multimodal HCIs [2] to
advance force displays [3], or controlling a robot via touch
surface [4]. A touch surface in principle can be used to
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If there is no value available for Nprevious or Xprevious
(assuming there was one or no touches before)
=!

.

(3)

Windowed average filter can be used for smoothing,
averaging three or more recent N values or use a weighted
average
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Both algorithms were realized in .NET using standard tools
and function to allow maximum portability and
compatibility. Both were integrated into a separate control
programs and not on the driver level (not to impact the
usability of other system services).
The first algorithm was designed to check for the same
spot double click to determine if this is not a random touch,
then to calculate a swipe motion while touching the surface.
The initial Xnew, Ynew coordinates are registered when a user
double clicks the pad, and the final coordinates Xfinal, Y final
are registered when P = 0 (user lifts a finger) The end result
(the directional vector) is calculated from the gathered data.
The second algorithm works somewhat differently. The
algorithm always checks for a touch, and immediately maps
it as starting coordinates Xnew, Ynew. Then a user supposedly
moves a finger in a direction he wants the device to go,
confirming the end of the swipe (thus assuming this was not
a random touch) by double clicking (the final coordinates
Xfinal, Y final are saved).

(4)

A swipe action itself can be described like so. In idle
mode there is no pressure and P is 0. If P increased beyond
set threshold, then it is assumed that someone touched the
surface and X, Y positions started to change, till the value of
P returns to 0. The changes of coordinate motion ∆X and ∆Y
are translated into cursor motions:
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where C is the position of cursor; ST and SC are the speed
values, A is acceleration set in mouse drivers by setting an
acceleration value.
A click gesture is described an action of change of
pressure P beyond the threshold and return to 0 with little or
no difference in X, Y. Fig. 1 illustrates click and drag
detection. The P value and the state of the left “button”
(click) are plotted against time as the user executes first a
simple touch and drag gesture. On the top the jumps in
pressure indicates the actions of touch, on the button – the
actions of click and drag.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
10 people participated (age 23–35) in the experiment.
Each person was seated in the wheelchair and asked to do
four different control commands using a touch interface
(forward, backwards, left, right) presented randomly
repeating them 10 times (40 total). A Logitech Wireless
Touchpad was used for the evaluation of a touch control
within our prototype algorithms. Knowing that some people
(especially the disabled) not always can use fingers we
decided to test touch interface using different parts of the
body (hand finger, nose, leg finger and elbow).
Unfortunately the touchpad we used didn’t work with the
elbow (was unable to sense the touch action due to dryness
and roughness of a skin). So these tests were omitted till
we’ll get a special certified hardware. The position of the
touch interface was adapted to the preferences of each
person. All users were presented only the touchpad device
and had no view of GUI whatsoever (available to a
supervisor only for debug and monitoring purposes).

Fig. 1. Tap and drag actions [10].

III. CONTROL ALGORITHMS
Two different proprietary eyes-free control software
algorithms were developed to prevent the accidental touch
effect (Fig. 2).
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V. EVALUATION
Since none of the participants were really disabled and
therefore not used to alternative control schemes, most
problems were noticed trying to do the experiments with
foot’s finger, especially for swiping forwards and backwards
(translating to commands “forward” and “backward”) as it
was hard not to press the device itself or keep the leg just
above the surface to do the clicking actions. Another
problem was the “heat loss”, as the capacitive touchpad
performed much more poorly with the cold body parts (feet
loose heat rapidly) thought this was a hardware limitation
and other implementations of touch sensors should not be
limited that much. However this time we had to register
longer time-frames due to miss recognitions.
More problems were noted while using nose for inputting
a command. Most participants had problems doing a double
click and afterward swipes. Some reliability problems were
noted with oily skin types. We had to clean the surface with
alcohol after a 10 swipes for person with oily skin. Practical
limitations of this implementation were noted as well: the
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Fig. 2. Control Algorithms (“Double Click and Swipe” on the left; “Click,
Swipe and Double Click” on the right).

The result of both of them was the direction vectors use to
issue a directional control for our smart mobility vehicle.
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device obscured the visibility field.
The most fluent and problem less were the performance
of hand fingers, though this was natural as both the
hardware and the users were “adapted” to this.
The experimental results of the first algorithm are offered
in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. Average recognition accuracy when using the second touch
recognition algorithm.
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Fig. 3. Average recognition accuracy when using the first touch
recognition algorithm.
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The reference shown in the first column was done
mimicking mouse and using hardware buttons for click
actions. All participant were fluent in this mode and no
mistakes were noted (~99 % accuracy), as this scheme was
very familiar to all of them (typical laptop control scheme).
Finger only mode was only ~1.5 % less accurate due to
some misses of a double click action although this can be
remedied by using a different double click speed for each
user. The performance with a foot finger was much lower,
on average about 68 %. This again was due to normal users
not experienced to this type of action. We expect that a
handicapped user, using a leg everyday would be much
more accurate as his leg muscles would be much more
adapted for precise movements and control. The nose input
was recognized at about 78 %. The most problematic issue
as mention was the oily nose skin and resulting missregisters of double click, though this might be solved with
other types of touch hardware with other sensor
implementations.
The experiment was repeated for a second algorithm (see
Fig. 4). The second type of touch action recognition allowed
better recognition accuracy for a more severe of input cases.
The foot finger actions were recognized 6 % better, the nose
actions – 6.5 % better. This can be explained to different
working principle. First the user must tap a surface (which is
much more easier than double click), the he must swipe
(again as many times as he want, as the coordinates for
further calculations are used only from the initial tap) and
then double click to confirm (also as many times as
necessary, the final coordinates are used from the final
double click). The performance of finger only mode was
similar (a difference if any can be explained to the success
of double click, i.e. the favourable time setting).
The comparison of performance (in seconds) is offered in
Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Average time used for command input.

In most cases the first algorithm was faster than the
second (due to fewer actions required). Naturally the fastest
mode was the traditional mouse mode (3.6 s.) explainable by
the familiarity of this control scheme. Finger only mode was
less than 1.9 seconds slower (5.5 s). The alternative inputs
(leg and nose) were overall slower to perform (12.1 s. vs 8.1
s.) resulting in slower performance.
After a conclusion of each test all user were asked to
subjectively rate the system to their likeness (from 0 (very
bad) to 10 (superb)). The results of their evaluation are
offered in Table I.
TABLE I. THE RESULTS OF SUBJECTIVE EVALUATION.
Finger only

Nose

Foot finger

First algorithm

9.2

6.1

2.3

Second algorithm

9,3

6,4

3.2

TOTAL

9.25

6.25

2.75

As the user were not disabled the results of mouse mode
were omitted and even the rest should be quoted as
accountant only for the healthy persons (naturally a person
with no hands would not rate finger mode better than leg or
nose mode).
Overall the users rated finger mode as best as expected
(~9.3/10). More notably most somewhat preferred the
second algorithm for alternative input modes, probably for
the lesser importance of double click quality.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
Two different eyes-free control algorithms were
developed to prevent the accidental touch effect. Since none
of the participants were really disabled and therefore not
used to alternative control schemes, most problems were
noticed trying to do the experiments with foot’s finger as it
was hard not to press the device itself or keep the leg just
above the surface to do the clicking actions and while using
a nose as some reliability problems were noted with oily
skin types.
Finger only mode was recognized ~97.8% accurately
(errors were due to some misses of a double click action
although this can be remedied by using a different double
click speed). The performance with a foot finger was much
lower, on average about 71 % due to normal users not
experienced to this type of action, while a handicapped user
would be much more adapted for precise feet movements
and control. The nose input was recognized at about 81.3 %
and could be further improved by using other type of touch
sensor (not capacitive, thus less sensitive to skin oil effects).
Speaking of performance the first algorithm was faster
than the second one, as fewer actions were required to
express the wanted action. Finger only mode was executed
on average at 5.5 s. The alternative inputs (leg and nose)
were naturally slower 12.1 s. vs 8.1 s.).
In the subjective evaluation most users rated finger mode
as best (9.25/10) and somewhat more preferred the second
algorithm for alternative input modes most likely for the
lesser importance of double click accuracy.
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